1 neuron synapses supports a slow gain-control mechanism 2 enabling scaled linear encoding over second-long time windows 3 Abbreviated title: Slow gain control of Purkinje cells output 4
basis for S_STD. This study demonstrates a novel slow gain-control mechanism, which could explain 48 efficient and comprehensive PC_DCN linear transfer of input-driven/learned PC rates over behavioral-49 relevant time windows despite disparate background-activity, and furthermore, provides an alternative 50 pathway to hone PCs output via background-activity control. 51
INTRODUCTION 52
Changes in the sensitivity or gain of neural structures is a general principle that allows the brain to 53 adapt to varying sensory, motor, emotional, or cognitive demands 1, 2 . One mechanism supporting gain 54 adaptation is use-dependent short-term synaptic depression (STD), where high levels of activity lead to 55 lower synaptic strength (idem), thereby dynamically adapting the output while enhancing the sensitivity to 56 changes in presynaptic activity 3, 4 . The latter is because the change in synaptic strength lags behind the 57 change in presynaptic firing rate, such that for a short time window -in the millisecond range for fast-58
STDs 5the output becomes proportional to the new rate, before readapting. This process produces brief 59 transient signals informative about the timing and proportion of the initial change in rate 3 . However, 60 beyond this brief window, STD filters the synaptic output preventing faithful transfer of complete 61 presynaptic rate profiles, which may hold important information. 62
For instance, the cerebellar cortex principal neurons, the GABAergic Purkinje cells (PCs), display 63 changes in rate associated to cerebellar-controlled behaviors(e.g. eye-blinks, saccades, and whisks) 64 extending beyond the referred STD time-window, which are considered critical for the representation and 65 control of specific behavioral parameters (e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] ). Suitably, the synapses from the PCs to their main 66 target, the deep-cerebellar-nuclei-neurons (PC_DCNs) in fact, display frequency-invariant transmission 67 supporting linear encoding of PC rates 10 . Mechanistically, PC_DCN frequency-invariance is likely 68 mediated by a developmentally-regulated synaptotagmin7-dependent synaptic facilitation 11 counteracting 69 a frequency-dependent fast-STD 12 . Functionally, linear encoding has been widely reported in the 70 cerebellum, including the cerebellar nuclei 6, 7, 13-17 , but see 18 . Reasonably, the latter studies focused on 71 time-windows matching usual behaviors, i.e. ranging from sub-second to few seconds. 72
Yet, PCs discharge simple spikes almost continuously at disparate rates diverging by as much as 73 hundred Hz, even in awake animals at rest and within the same region [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Therefore, PC signals 74 associated with particular behaviors consist in transitory changes in rate embedded in the background-75 activity. PC background-activity has received much less attention than the behavior-driven changes in PC 76 rate, however, it is known it might be altered in cerebellar associated diseases 26, 27 and that diversity and 77
RESULTS

92
Slow, frequency dependent short-term depression at PC_DCNs 93
To explore the susceptibility of PC_DCNs to changes in sustained activity, here I recorded large, 94 putative projecting glutamatergic DCNs 35 in cerebellar slices from juvenile (P21-P32) or adult (P55_P72) 95 mice under conditions alike those found in situ (i.e. temperature: 36.5°C ± 0.5°C and extracellular CaCl 2 96 concentration: 1.5 mM) using whole cell patch clamp or cell attached modes. To mimic the persistent 97 discharge of PCs, I used protracted electrical stimulation of PC axons in the surrounding white matter (≥ 2 98 minutes) at three different stimulating background frequencies (BF: 10, 29.5 and 67 Hz), which are within 99 the PCs firing rate range in awake animals at rest 19, 23 . 100
The responses to 2 minutes-long trains of stimuli confirmed an initial phase of rapid decrease in phasic 101
IPSCs peak amplitude with successive events 10, 12, 36 which tends to slow down and level after tens of 102 events 10 ( Figure 1A-B ). However, a different slow phase of decay in IPSC amplitude ensuing the fast one 103 was unveiled, most evident by analyzing the results in a compressed timescale ( Figure 1B , insets show fits 104 using double exponential decay functions). 105
Remarkably, the average synaptic strength at the end of the 2-minutes stimulation periods decreased 106 with increasing frequency ( Figure. 1A, 1C; e.g., 0.37 ± 0.002 vs. 0.15 ±0.002 for 10 and 67 Hz BFs 107 respectively). Importantly, the population results reflect the results from single experiments, depicted 108 individually in Figure 1D . Note that although the magnitude of depression varied amongst neurons, for 109 each case the normalized steady state synaptic strength decreased with increasing BF. (Mean values: 0.4 ± 110 0.02 (10 Hz), vs. 0.26± 0.02 (29.5 Hz), n=8 paired t-test, P<0.001; 0.26±0.02 (29.5 Hz) vs. 0.15±0.015 (67 111 Hz), n=9, paired t-test P< 0.001). Therefore, protracted activation of PC_DCN synapses revealed a 112 frequency-dependent slow phase of short-term depression (hereafter S_STD). Although the differences in 113 synaptic strength for different BFs seem small normalized to control, note that the strength at 10 Hz was 114 more than double that found using 67 Hz, suggesting functional relevance. 115
To explore the buildup of frequency-dependence along the stimulating train I analyzed the changes in 116 synaptic strength as a function of the event number ( Figure 1E -H). In agreement with previous results 10 , 117 the IPSCs amplitudes initially depressed significantly but on average with slightly lower rates with 118 increasing BFs ( Figure 1F top Similar results arose using Poisson-like trains of stimuli with mean frequencies 10 or 70 Hz ( Fig. 2A) , 127 ruling out that the usual alternation in awake animals of regular and irregular periods of firing 16, 37 could 128 result in recovery from depression during long intervals abolishing the frequency differences in synaptic 129 strength found here. 130
Importantly, despite developmentally-regulated PC_DCN short-term plasticity 10, 11 , I found similar late 131
Considering that PCs in awake-behaving animals typically display sustained activity, S_STD likely 140 continuously controls the efficacy of PC terminals. This raises the question of whether and how S_STD 141 modulates the responses to changes in PC rate associated to cerebellar controlled behaviors. 142
To address this question experimentally, PC_DCN synapses were first depressed to steady state using 143 protracted stimulation at different BFs and afterwards, a brief, high frequency train of stimuli (HFS: 100 144 events, 180 Hz) was used to mimic behavior-driven transient signals. The HFS duration lays within the 145 length of most common discrete motor events, e.g. saccades, reaches, steps, etc. To estimate and compare 146 the synaptic output induced by HFSs preceded by different BFs, the total charge transferred during the 147 HFS (Q HFS , see Methods), normalized to the charge transferred by corresponding control IPSCs and 148 expressed per second was calculated. Analysis of changes in Q HFS as a function of the preceding BF 149 revealed a remarkable modulation ( Fig. 3 ). Specifically, a decrease in Q HFS with increasing BFs (Fig. 3A : 150 no prior activity, 0Hz: 72±4.5, n= 22; 10 Hz: 61±3.3, n=16; 29.5Hz: 40±4.0, n=9; 67 Hz: 16±1.9, n=12; 151 significance assessed using t-test: 0 vs. 10 Hz, P= 0.033, 1 tail; 10 vs. 29.5 Hz; P<0.001; 29.5 vs. 67 Hz, 152 P<0.001). Note that the Q HFS for HFSs preceded by 2 minutes stimulation at 67 Hz was approximately a 153 quarter of the Q HFS elicited by HFSs preceded by 10 Hz stimulation. These results support the view that 154 the differences in steady state strength induced by different BFs have functional significance. 155
Sustained PC activation modulates DCNs spiking responses evoked by changes in activation 156
rate. 157
Next, to verify the functional relevance of the latter finding, using cell attached recordings of 158 spontaneously firing DCNs, I investigated the effect of similar stimulating protocols on DCNs spiking 159 activity ( Fig. 4 ). Under these conditions, the intracellular content was not dialyzed reflecting the 160 conditions found in the intact animal/neuron. In addition, here, the same number of preceding stimuli was 161 applied (7000 stimuli at 10 or 67 Hz), to rule out that the number of stimuli (and not the stimulating The bi-directional amplitude modulation established in the course of tens of seconds highlight the time 180 scale and flexibility associated to S_STD and consequent HFS response modulation. Importantly, the 181 results revealed a time window of sub-second to few seconds, during which PC_DCN synaptic gain 182 remains quasi stable. Remarkably, this is the range of durations of common motor events controlled by 183 cerebellum. 184
Preceding BF changes the gain but not the linear input/output transfer function of 0.5 s long signals 185
The above results suggested that for an interval of hundreds of milliseconds to seconds after a change 186 in rate, the gain was independent of the new rate, possibly supporting linear encoding. For this to be the 187 case, the mechanism of S_STD should be independent from the frequency invariance mechanism 188 observed at shorter time scales. Alternatively, if S_STD results for instance from decreased facilitation or 189 enhanced fast depression, the transfer function for changes in rate could show non-linearity. Therefore, to 190 explore this issue I asked whether S_STD scales the transfer function for transitory signals without 191 altering it. To evaluate the input/output transfer function I used 500 milliseconds test-trains of stimuli 192 delivered at frequencies between 10 and 300Hz to match usual PC signals related to common movements, 193 while the effect of S_STD was explored using protracted PC activation with different BFs prior the test-194 trains ( Fig. 5A) . 195 I found the relationship between the average test-charge transfer amplitude and the test-frequency 196 obtained from these experiments was approximately linear over the physiological range of PC rates (10 to 197 200 Hz) with slopes or gains variable and depending on the preceding BF. This is in agreement with a 198 scaling effect and suggests the S_STD mechanism is independent of the one supporting frequency 199 invariant transmission. In contrast, the transfer function curve obtained from rest was a saturating type of 200 curve consistent with the predominantly fast depression of early events, as will be further discussed (0 Hz, 201 black empty circles). Moreover, I explored whether the gains of the transfer functions for the test trains are 202 only dependent on the preceding synaptic strength by renormalizing the data by the charge transferred by 203 the corresponding IPSCs at steady state (IPSCs S_STDSS ). The renormalization, in addition, should deduct 204 potential biases induced by different levels of depression exhibited by different neurons (e.g. Figure 1D ). 205
Indeed, the results of this transformation ( Figure 5B The switches to higher stimulation frequencies from steady state resulted in relative transient 220 facilitation of PC_DCN_IPSCs amplitude (e.g. Figure 3B ), in agreement with previous evidence of 221 facilitation at these synapses from depressed states 10-12 . How is the transfer of signals influenced by the 222 presence facilitation? The analysis of the charge transferred during the first 100 ms of the test trains ( Fig.  223 5D), when relative facilitation predominates, normalized to IPSCs STDSS as a function of BF showed again 224 an approximately linear function within functional range but with slopes slightly higher than one. This 225 property could be useful for preferential transfer of brief transient signals, or the onset of longer ones. In 226 addition, for the higher test-frequencies (260 Hz), the plots tended to deviated from linearity with 227 diverging directions depending on the preceding BF: after 10 or 29.5 Hz, the responses were often supra-228 linear, although variable (note the high SEM), in line with the idea that similar type of synapses differ 229 mainly by the degree of facilitation present 38 . In brief, facilitation at PC_DCN synapses may not only 230 support linear encoding by counteracting frequency dependent fast depression 10, 11 , but have a role in 231 differentiating the length of signals, boosting the transfer of brief or the onset PC rate change signals. In 232 addition, the data suggested that the ability to transfer brief and high frequency signals, e.g. complex 233 spikes, might depend on the preceding BF. 234
Overall, the results suggest that S_STD de-emphasizes differences in steady-state PC rates, while 235 enabling for a time window fitting most common motor behavior, a scaled linear relationship between the 236 behavior-driven PC rates and the PC_DCN synaptic output. This opens the question of how S_STD, co-237 expressed with other forms of short-term plasticity, operates and interacts to determine this result. To 238 answer this question, first, I explored the basis of S_STD and next, I used this information to implement a 239 computational model featuring a slow depression component. 240
Input independence and pre-synaptic location of S_STD mechanism 241
To investigate S_STD input-independence and because activation of two independent sets of PC axons 242 could not be achieved under the used recording conditions, I combined opto-genetic (OG) and electrical 243 stimulation (ES) in slices from mice expressing channelrhodopsin in PCs under the L7 promoter (L7-244
ChR2-eYFP 39 ) ( Fig. 6A-B ). The rational followed was, if depression was input-independent, tonic 245 electrical stimulation should depress synaptic transmission at electrically stimulated terminals and spare 246 those activated only by light. Indeed, the results illustrated in Fig. 6A-B show that after 2 minutes of 247 repetitive electrical stimulation at 67 Hz, the depression of a larger OG-IPSCs (larger number of terminals 248 involved) than a ES-IPSCs was significantly less, supporting the idea that depression is input specific. 249
To gain further insight into the basis of the S_STD, the locus of synaptic depression was explored 250 using the inverse squared coefficient of variation (CV -2 ) compared to the changes in respective means. 251
This method differentiate pre-from post-synaptic mediated changes in synaptic transmission, due to 252 insensitiveness to changes caused mainly by post-synaptic mechanisms 40, 41 , as confirmed earlier at 253 PC_DCN synapses 12 . The CV -2 of IPSCs depressed to steady-state, normalized to control IPSCs evoked 254 using low frequency (0.1-0.05Hz), decreased more than the normalized mean, a result compatible with a 255 pre-synaptic locus of plasticity and moreover, assuming a binomial model of release 41 , with a reduction in 256 the probability of neurotransmitter release ( Figure 6C ). Next, to explore the basis of S_STD we compared 257
IPSCs depressed to steady state using different BFs, normalized to the corresponding 10 Hz values ( Figure  258 6D). The decrease in normalized CV -2 indicated a pre-synaptic mechanism. In this case, the CV -2 259 decreased in a similar proportion to the means, in agreement with a change in binomial "N" 41 , as expected 260 e.g. from a depletion mechanism. These results suggest involvement of different presynaptic mechanisms: 261 an early one predominantly dependent on a change in release probability (for synapses challenged from 262 rest or low activation rate) and a different one involving a change in N (when comparing synapses 263 depressed to stead state with different BFs). The change in release probability is in agreement with idea 264 that at rest vesicles or sites show heterogeneous release properties 42, 43 leading to early fast depletion of 265 vesicles/sites displaying high release probability and slow rate of recovery. The use of this pool of vesicles 266 could be at the basis for the change from a saturating to a linear transfer function (Fig. 5A, B) . 267
Beyond these considerations, these results taken together are in agreement with the idea that S_STD is 268 pre-synaptic and input specific. However, this model could not explain the further decay in IPSC amplitude with protracted stimulation 282 ( Figure 8A ), even when facilitation was not included. The mechanism of slow depression is debated, but it 283 has been recently proposed that under intense or sustained synaptic activity the most sensitive bottleneck 284 for the availability of vesicles for release is the number of release sites that after undergoing exocytosis are 285 cleared and prepared to receive new vesicles 44 . Considering (1), the latter idea (2), the frequency 286 explain the changes in IPSC amplitude observed during 120s long stimulation trains (Fig. 8B) . 291 Importantly, this model explained as well the results from a different set of experiments using a switch in 292 the protracted stimulation frequency within the same trial, i.e., from 10 to 67 Hz (Fig. 8C, Fig.9 ). These Importantly, the calculation used the number of release sites available just before the step, indicating that 326
given the slow kinetics of this component (Fig. 9D) , its state determines the gain for post-ceding sub-327 second-to-few seconds periods. The fast STP components (facilitation and depletion) led to opposing 328 effects during the step, (as exemplified in Fig. 9 , Turecek, 2016) . Therefore, together the slow dynamics The use of protracted PC_DCN activation has been key in the identification of S_STD, which was a 359 robust finding, revealed using regular and irregular activation patterns in preparations from young or adult 360 animals and under conditions alike those found in situ (i.e., temperature, calcium concentration). 361
Furthermore, the effect of S_STD modulation on DCN responses was readily assessable using whole-cell 362 patch (charge transfer) and cell-attached DCN recordings (changes in firing rate), confirming its 363 functional significance. As the use of protracted synaptic activation tests is rare, the prevalence of slow 364 depression at other synapses is unclear. However, evidence for S_STD was first recognized at the 365 neuromuscular junction 46, 47 and subsequently in hippocampal cell cultures, hippocampal slices and the 366 auditory pathway 48-52 . However, slow STDs probably only arise under sustained activation, a condition 367 clearly met at PC_DCNs 16, 53-56 , but apparently not at hippocampal synapses 57 . 368
The mechanism/s of S_STD is debated, with proposed mechanisms including depletion of a reserve-369 pool 47, 58 , "fatigue" in the replenishment of the readily releasable pool of vesicles (RRP) 59 and decreased 370 release probability 51 . The latter mechanism seems unlikely for PC_DCNs given the CV -2 analysis 371 suggesting decreased "N", but see 60 . The same results speak against a decreased quantal size, e.g. by 372
incomplete vesicle refilling 61 . Furthermore, GABA B-dependent slow gain-control 62 is unlikely the cause 373 for PC_DCN-S_STD as the time course differs, and PC_DCN-S_STD modulation persists under GABA B 374
antagonists, in line with previous results 12 . Recently the availability of "receptive" release-sites has been 375 proposed to be the principal bottleneck for the maintenance of intense sustained synaptic transmission 44 , 376 suggested by observations of rapid reduced synaptic release under unbalanced exocytosis and endocytosis, 377 faster than expected from a failure in vesicle recycling 63, 64 . The exact mechanism limiting release-sites 378 availability is not clear (Rev. in 65 ), but could explain S_STD. In fact, changes in release sites was 379 proposed earlier to explain a slow phase of recovery from intense activity 49 . However, even if this 380 mechanism results from a synaptic limitation, it must not be universally obligatory 66 , as slow forms of 381 synaptic enhancement [67] [68] [69] and/or different structural synaptic properties could mitigate this limitation 65 . 382
In the present study, I implemented "release-site availability" as a component of a previously published 383 synaptic transmission model explaining frequency-invariance on shorter time scales by balanced fast-384 short-term plasticity(f-STP) 10 . The success of this extended model in predicting the experimental S_STD 385 of PC-DCN IPSCs strongly favored "release-site availability" as PC_DCNs S_STD mechanism. 386 Furthermore, the extended model accounted for the responses to changes in PC_DCNs activation rate. 387
Indeed, the experimental results showed that the synaptic gain remained stable within the first hundreds of 388 milliseconds to seconds after a change in rate, enabling for each gain-level over this time window scaled 389 linear encoding of the new PC rates. This observation suggested that the process underlying S_STD is 390 different and independent from the one supporting frequency-invariance; otherwise, induction of S_STD 391 could have altered the linear encoding, e.g. by unbalanced fast-facilitation and depression. An activity-392 dependent decrease in active-release-sites does not (necessarily) influence the properties of the remaining 393 sites and thus is compatible with an independent mechanism further arguing for this as a mechanism of S-394 STD. The model accounted not only for the values at steady state but also for the time course of changes 395 in IPSCs amplitudes evoked by different protocols (Figs. 8C and 9 ). Although the rate at which single 396 vesicle-depleted release-sites recover might be activity-dependent 70 , in the present model this rate was 397 kept constant although the total vesicle-recover rate may vary due to activity-dependent changes in the 398 total number of "accepting release-sites". Nevertheless, enhanced vesicle recruitment could be one 399 possible explanation for theobservation of supralinear responses using very high and brief changes in rate 400 ( Fig. 5D ). Overall, this study supports a decrease in "accepting release-sites" as a plausible mechanism for 401 S_STD and (together with fast frequency-invariant synaptic transmission) the derived slow-gain-control 402 mechanism described here. Nonetheless, the molecular identity behind the S_STD phenomenon could 403 correspond to an equivalent process, warranting further studies. 404
What functional consequences arise from PC_DCN-S_STD? 405
First, the mere presence of S_STD and the resulting shallow relationship between the background-406 stimulation frequency (BF) and the charge transfer amplitude at steady state (Fig. 6C, inset) suggests 407 S_STD de-emphasizes the effect of PC background-activity in behaving animals. Thus, S_STD could 408 partly explain previous findings of little sensitivity of DCN firing responses to sustained changes PC_BF 409 29 . The decreased sensitivity to steady PC rates could be useful for maintaining the PC output, which is 410 inhibitory, within the working firing range of DCNs avoiding transmission failure 71 . 411
Second, S-STD gain-control could explain how PC_DCNs could effectively convey linearly encoded 412
behavior-driven PC signals despite PCs diverse and variable background-activity rates. Fast-STD dynamic 413 gain-control mechanism was proposed to enhance the sensitivity of postsynaptic neurons to changes in 414 their input rates, partly because at steady state the synaptic strength is approximately inversely 415 proportional to the activation rate determining that equal fractional changes in rate produce equal changes 416 in output, independently of absolute rates, a "Weber-Fechner law" effect, 3 . The frequency-dependence of 417 PC_DCN-IPSCs at steady state follows approximately a rational function (Fig.5C , i.e., ca. inversely 418 proportional to BF), suggesting similar property for S_STD, but effective over longer time windows. 419
Indeed, similar fractional increases in PC rate resulted in similar outputs for different BFs (Fig. 5A, 10 to 420 30 Hz and 67 to 180 Hz). 421
Notably, this property could be useful for rate coding, but also for transferring the timing of 422 synchronized (complex or simple) spikes, or firing pauses 37, 72-75 , or for graded signal inversion 71, 76 . 423
Interestingly, facilitation supported higher sensitivity to brief changes in rate (or the onset of longer ones, 424 Thus, modulation of PC background-activity (via cerebellar long-term plasticity or context-dependent 431 changes in afferent activity) without corresponding scaling of behavior-driven PC signals could modify 432 PC output gain, in a similar way as shown here (e.g., Fig. 5A , changes from 10 vs. 67 Hz to 260 Hz). 433
Therefore, these results suggest S-STD gain control could provide an alternative channel for flexibly 434 tuning each PCs output at the last cerebellar stage 79 
